
































































SPECIAL 2020 BONUS SECTION
This issue's cover by Max Ink was inked by excellent artist Tyim Courts. Here's a look at the

art without logos and such.



At one point, I was going to pencil the entire

issue and Joe Meyer was going to ink it. I drew

most of the first 1 0 pages while l iving in New

York City and Joe inked some of them at the

NY Public Library.



Joe only partial ly completed these two pages I had pencil led, but it's an interesting look at

alternate art for pages 11 and 1 2. Fortunately Max was able to do the second half of the story.



Dave Sim's Cerebus was a massive influence on

both Max and I . (The entire trippy dream sequence

that starts this issue owes a lot to the look of Sim's

"Church and State" storyl ine.)

I t was a real treat to see a long letter by Max

published in Cerebus #1 81 , complete with artwork by

him of a l ittle alternate-universe team-up.



Tony Lorenz's "Futuro Tierra" was a fun

sci-fi epic of the 1 990s that ran for 25

issues.

I enjoyed writing a l ittle side story of one

of the characters, Cassandra,

processing her traumatic past during a

quiet moment aside from the main story.

"Baptism", with art by Tony, appeared in

Futuro Tierra #22.



Scott Davis featured an interview with me during my summer in New York City

in his cool zine Web Line #44. I t's featured here and on the next two pages.







Factsheet Five was the utterly awesome "bible" of the zine movement - not just comix,

but personal zines, music zines, punk zines and a mil l ion more. Each issue was like a

phone book packed with cool counter-culture stuff you could buy. They gave us a few

very nice reviews during our time, such as the one from #54, below.



"Mindmaster" was a vil lain from the old

comics I drew as a kid who final ly

appeared in Amoeba Adventures #1 5

(with a sex change). At one point she

was to first appear in an "Amoeba

Adventures Annual" that never

happened, teaming up with Asbestos

Mushroom.



Max Ink's redesign of my

old Mindmaster sketches.



Prometheus appeared in a fun cameo

in Pam Bliss’ annniversary minicomic

for her groovy creation, Sparky The

Dog.




